During metastasis, cancer cells enter the circulation in order to gain access to distant tissues, but how this fluid microenvironment influences cancer cell biology is poorly understood. A longstanding view is that circulating cancer cells derived from solid tissues may be susceptible to damage from hemodynamic shear forces, contributing to metastatic inefficiency. Here we report that compared to non-transformed epithelial cells, transformed cells are remarkably resistant to fluid shear stress (FSS) in a microfluidic protocol, exhibiting a biphasic decrease in viability when subjected to a series of millisecond pulses of high FSS. We show that magnitude of FSS resistance is influenced by several oncogenes, is an adaptive and transient response triggered by plasma membrane damage and requires extracellular calcium and actin cytoskeletal dynamics. This novel property of malignant cancer cells may facilitate hematogenous metastasis and indicates, contrary to expectations, that cancer cells are quite resistant to destruction by hemodynamic shear forces.
Introduction
It is increasingly appreciated that the mechanical properties of both the tumor microenvironment and of cancer cells themselves play an important role in tumor progression and metastasis (for recent review [1] ). These properties reflect the underlying molecular abnormalities in cancer cells and shape their behavior. For example, various biophysical measurements indicate that transformed cells are more deformable (less stiff) than their nontumorigenic counterparts (reviewed in [2] ). This is commonly interpreted as favoring an invasive and migratory phenotype as cells must negotiate barriers posed within the solid tumor microenvironment. Indeed, cancer cells isolated directly from patients are less stiff, as determined by atomic force microscopy and molecular tweezer measurements, and this property may be correlated with malignant potential [3, 4] . Almost all of the prior work in this area has focused on the biomechanical properties of adherent cancer cells and while this is relevant to many aspects of metastasis, it does not account for how cancer cells may behave while in the circulation during hematogenous metastasis of solid tumors.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) represent an intermediate stage in metastatic dissemination; their isolation from blood has demonstrated promise as a prognostic tool in the clinic [5] . CTCs are not attached to an extracellular matrix and are exposed, perhaps briefly, to a fluid microenvironment in the bloodstream which is foreign to cells that originate in solid tissues. Pioneering work has demonstrated the concept of metastatic inefficiency whereby very few experimental CTCs give rise to overt metastatic colonies and that the bulk of intravenously injected tumor cells die within 24 hours [6, 7] . A widely-held notion is that CTCs are susceptible to destruction from hemodynamic shear stress and this contributes to metastatic inefficiency, but there have been few efforts to directly investigate this hypothesis. Prior studies on the effects of fluid shear stress (FSS) on cancer cells have focused on the influence of microvascular features, such as size restriction, adhesive interactions with the endothelium, and the relatively low FSS present there (e.g. [8] [9] [10] ). Although it has been shown that the majority of carcinoma and melanoma cells survive circulation in the chick chorioallantoic membrane and following injection into the portal vein of the liver [11, 12] , these models do not recapitulate the full range of hemodynamic shear stress that might be encountered by CTCs in humans, which may range over four orders of magnitude. Considering the example that CTCs drawn from the arm vein of a prostate cancer patient have, remarkably, traveled through the heart and, likely, capillary beds in the lungs and periphery, it is important to know how cancer cells respond to a wide range of hemodynamic shear stresses.
The average wall shear stress is ,15 dyn/cm 2 for arterial circulation and 1-6 dyn/cm 2 for venous circulation [13, 14] . However, under certain circumstances such as near the walls of large vessels, in turbulent flow in the heart, at vessel bifurcations, and in certain pathologic conditions, CTCs, like blood cells, may transiently encounter values that are much higher, as much as 3000 dyn/cm 2 [14] [15] [16] . A single previous study described the exposure of cancer cells to FSS in a cone-plate viscometer [17] and reported significant loss of viability at shear rates greater than 300 s 21 (,100 dyn/cm 2 ) but this was assessed after 1 hour of continuous FSS. Due to size restriction and/or adherence in the microcirculation, it is unlikely that CTCs exist freely circulating for that duration, although how long individual CTCs remain in circulation remains unknown. Therefore, we designed a microfluidic protocol to examine the effects of brief pulses of high FSS which may be encountered transiently by CTCs. We report the unexpected finding that transformed cells are remarkably resistant to FSS compared to normal epithelial cells in this paradigm and exhibit a unique, inducible survival response to FSS. These studies reveal a novel biomarker of malignant cells and argue against the idea that susceptibility to hemodynamic shear is a significant contributor to metastatic inefficiency.
Materials and Methods

Cells
Cancer cell lines were obtained from ATCC, cultured in the prescribed manner, and some were transduced with an integrating retrovirus encoding firefly luciferase under control of the CMV promoter as previously described [18] . Primary prostatic and mammary epithelial cells were obtained from Clontech and were cultured in commercially recommended media. LH, LHSR, and LHMK cells were obtained from Dr. William Hahn and R545 cells were obtained from Dr. Lynda Chin (both of Dana Farber Cancer Institute) and cultured as recommended [19, 20] . We obtained human blood from the University of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics DeGowin Blood Center. Fresh leukoreduction cones were flushed in the direction of filtration with normal saline (0.9% NaCl) to reduce red blood cell (RBC) content. To isolate leukocytes, cones were then eluted in the direction opposite of filtration using 50 mL ACK buffer (150 mM NH 4 Cl 4 , 10 mM KHCl 3 , 0.10 mM ETDA, pH 7.4), which selectively lyses remaining RBCs. After 15 minutes of incubation at room temperature, cells were centrifuged at 100 RCF for 5 minutes, resuspended in 1 mL PBS+2 mM calcein AM viability dye (Invitrogen), and incubated for 15 minutes at room temperature. 9 mL of ACK buffer was added to this cell suspension, centrifuged once more as above, and brought to a final concentration of 5610 5 cells/mL in DMEM (Gibco). Diluted RBCs were collected and brought to a concentration of 5610 5 cells/mL.
Fluid Shear Stress Protocol
Shear stress and flow parameter calculations. Shear stress was calculated using Poiseuille's equation, t = 4Qg/pR 3 , where t max is wall shear stress in dyn/cm 2 ; Q is flow rate in cm 3 /s; g is the dynamic viscosity of the medium (culture media treated as water at room temperature; 0.01 dyn*s/cm 2 ); and R is the radius of the needle (30 G average internal radius = 7.94610 23 cm) ( Table 1) . Mean transit time was determined by dividing the volume of the needle by the prescribed flow rate. We calculated the volume fraction of our cell suspensions to be ,0.2%, thus dilute enough to obey Poiseuille flow relationships. Minimum shear stress in this system will be encountered by those cells that are flowing along the axis of the needle and is proportional to the cell radius (r), t min = t max * r/R (Table 2 ). To measure cell size, cells were suspended to a concentration of 5610 5 cell/mL and analyzed on a Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter) at a 1:100 dilution in Isoton II (Beckman Coulter). Size analysis was performed using Z2 Accucomp software (Beckman Coulter). Data represents mean cell radius. Reynolds number was calculated to assess laminar flow conditions using the equation Re = rvD/g where r is the density of the culture media (treated as water at room temperature at 0.998 g/cm 3 ), v is the velocity of flow, D is the diameter of the needle, and g is the dynamic viscosity of the medium. For the low flow rate (20 mL/s), Re is 159.58; for the high flow rate (250 mL/s), Re is 1998. These values do not exceed the threshold for laminar flow (2200).
Method. All cells are collected at ,75% confluence with 0.25% trypsin and suspended at a concentration of 5610 5 cells/ mL in the appropriate serum-containing tissue culture media for the cell line analyzed unless otherwise indicated. 4 mL of suspension is placed into a 14 mL polypropylene round-bottom tubes (BD Falcon #352059) cut down to the 5 mL line (collection tube) and loaded into a 5 mL syringe (BD Biosciences #309603) by slowly drawing up the cells manually, without a needle attached to the syringe. To account for any changes in viability due to contact with the syringe, the suspension is gently expelled manually and an aliquot is reserved as a non-FSS-exposed control. The remaining suspension is drawn back into the syringe and a 30 G needle (BD Biosciences #305106) is then attached to the syringe. Cells are expelled at a constant flow rate either via syringe pump (see Fig. S1 ) or manually. All experiments were performed at room temperature, unless otherwise noted. Syringe Pump: A Harvard Apparatus PHD-2000 Infuse/Withdraw syringe pump is calibrated for the syringes being used and set to the desired flow rate (see Table 1 ). After securing the syringe to the pump housing, the collection tube is placed at a 45-degree angle at the tip of the needle (see Fig. S1 ). The pump is then turned on and the cell suspension is collected. This process is repeated as indicated (see Fig. S1 ). After each passage, duplicate 100 mL aliquots of cell suspension are reserved for evaluation of viability. Non-FSS-exposed control cells, which have been in suspension for the entire duration of the assay, are sampled and treated as 100% viability controls. Manual: To facilitate throughput, some experiments at 250 mL/s were done manually. Suspensions are passed through the needle by hand pressure. Flow rate was monitored by dividing the volume expelled by the time taken to expel it to yield flow rate in mL/s. Viability data were collected only from experiments in which the average flow rate over 10 passages was 250610 mL/s. Experiments in the presence of EGTA (Sigma E3889), CCD (Sigma C8273) or ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 (Sigma Y0503) were completed at the indicated dose and duration. Calcium-free suspensions were prepared by trypsinizing and suspending cells in complete media to inactivate trypsin, followed by centrifugation. Cell pellets were re-suspended in nominally calcium-and magnesium-free DPBS (Gibco). To some of these suspensions, calcium chloride or barium chloride was added to a ; ''Confluence,'' suspensions were prepared from cells collected at low, medium, or high (20-30%, 50-75%, or 100%, respectively) confluence prior to suspension; ''fresh vs. sheared,'' cells were suspended in ''fresh'' media or were suspended in ''sheared'' media (cell-free media collected from cells sheared ten times at 250 mL/s); ''versene,'' cells were released from adherence nonenzymatically; ''1'' needle,'' cells were passed through a 1'' needle rather than the regular 0.5'' needle. The influence of time held in suspension was evaluated by comparing a single aliquot of freshly suspended PC-3 cells analyzed for FSS survival (1 st ) to a second aliquot held in suspension during the first and only exposed to FSS after the prior assay was completed (2 nd ). One hour after suspension, a final aliquot was subjected to the shear protocol (3 rd ).
Cell Viability Assays and Flow Cytometry
Bioluminescence imaging, WST-1, clonogenic growth, and flow cytometry viability were performed using standard methods. Bioluminescence Imaging (BLI): To assess viability of cells stably expressing firefly luciferase, 100 mL aliquots of FSS-treated cells or control cells (those held in suspension through the duration of shear treatment) were loaded into a black 96 well plate (Costar) in duplicate. Each well was then diluted to 200 mL at final concentration of 150 mg/mL D-luciferin (Promega) using a multichannel pipette. Plates were incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature and then imaged for 5 minutes in an IVIS-100 (Xenogen). Bioluminescence measurements were collected using Living Image 2.50.1 software (Igor Pro). The photon flux of FSStreated cells was divided by that of control cells to give % viability. WST-1 Viability assay: For primary cells and cell lines lacking luciferase-expression, we measured cell viability with (4-[3-(4-iodophenyl)-2-(4-nitrophenyl)-2H-5-tetrazolio]-1,3 benzene disulfonate (WST-1, Roche Applied Science) as directed. Clonogenic growth: 5 mL of a 1:10 dilution of control or FSS-treated cells was plated into 10 cm plate in 10 mL of the appropriate complete culture media. Plates were incubated (1-2 weeks) until visible colonies formed. Colonies were stained overnight with PBS containing 0.01% crystal violet and 0.02% citric acid, washed with distilled water, and counted on a light box, using a threshold size of a ballpoint pen tip.
When analyzing the viability of mixed populations, PC-3 and PrEC cells were labeled with calcein AM (Invitrogen #C34852) and cell tracker orange (Invitrogen #C2927), respectively. Suspensions, prepared as above, were mixed ,1:1 prior to subjecting to the FSS protocol. Viable, calcein AM + (green) cells and viable, cell tracker orange + (orange) cells were counted. The number of green or orange cells was divided by the total number (green+orange) stained viable cells counted at each passage to determine the relative numbers of each cell type in the mixture. Propidium iodide (PI) uptake assays were used to evaluate membrane damage by combining 200 mL of cell suspension for each sample to 200 mL of complete culture medium in FACS tubes. PI was added to a final concentration of 0.5 mg/mL either before the first, sixth, eighth, or tenth passage. Cells were analyzed on a Becton Dickenson LSR with violet laser. Single cells were gated by forward and side scatter, consistent with viability, and evaluated for PI and/or calcein AM signal. Evaluation of viability on fresh human blood cell isolates was performed using flow cytometry-based counting beads (leukocytes) or trypan blue hemocytometer counts (RBC).
Statistics
When comparing endpoint survival of two cell lines, paired ttests were used. When comparing endpoint survival of three or more cell lines, a one-way ANOVA was used. When comparing cell survival over repeated passages of two or more cell lines, a repeated measures ANOVA was used. All ANOVA assays were accompanied by Bonferroni's multiple comparison tests. The Spearman rank test was employed to assess correlation between two variables.
Results
Development of a Model of Fluid Shear Stress
To evaluate the effects of high level FSS which may be encountered transiently by CTCs, we designed a microfluidic experimental protocol (see Fig. s1 for a depiction of the apparatus and protocol). The range of FSS generated in our protocol (Tables 1&2 see Methods for detailed experimental protocol and calculated values) encompasses physiological values estimated in the human circulation, however the highest level achieved is supra-physiologic [21] . The diagram in Fig. 1A illustrates our model and emphasizes that cells are subject to a gradient of shear stress, with the magnitude depending on their position relative to the axis of flow. Using this protocol, we analyzed the survival of a human prostate cancer cell line (PC-3) after 10 consecutive exposures to FSS and found that sensitivity of these cells to FSS depended on the magnitude of stress (Fig. 1B) and that cell viability decreased in a biphasic manner with progressive exposure to FSS (Fig. 1C) . We performed various control experiments to establish that the loss of cell viability observed in this protocol is a result of exposure to FSS and not a function of other variables. These controls show: viability outcomes are consistent when measured by independent approaches ( Fig. 2A and Fig. S2 ) and are not influenced by retrovirally expressed luciferase (Fig. S3) ; various culture and assay conditions, including cell concentration (Fig. 2B) , and a range of pH and temperature do not significantly affect FSS-induced cell death (Figs. 2C&D) ; the response of cells to FSS is not dependent on the amount of time cells have been held in suspension (Fig. 2E) ; cell death due to detachment, or anoikis, is not observed in the timeframe required to perform FSS experiments (Fig. 2F) ; and increased duration of FSS-exposure leads to greater loss of viability (Fig. 2B) .
Next, we employed the FSS protocol to test for differences in survival between cancer cell lines derived from metastatic prostate, breast, and melanoma tumors. We found that the survival of these cancer cell lines at the 250 mL/s flow rate was not significantly different (black bars in Fig. 3A&B ). We also analyzed two immortalized, but non-transformed, human prostate cell lines (PWR-1E and RWPE-1) as well as primary human breast (HMEC) and prostate (PrEC) cells. Notably, we measured dramatically greater loss of cell viability in the primary epithelial cells compared to the cancer cell lines, whereas the immortalized but non-transformed cells exhibited an intermediate phenotype (Fig. 3A&B) . Sequential exposure of carcinoma cells to FSS results in a biphasic loss of viability, with a more rapid initial phase followed by a slower phase (Fig. 3B&C) . At the 20 mL/s flow rate, primary epithelial cells also exhibited a biphasic loss of viability (Fig. 3D) , whereas we observed little loss of viability in PC-3 cells (Fig. 1B&C) . To examine how normal human blood cells behave in our FSS protocol, we examined freshly-isolated human erythrocytes and leukocytes. We found that these cells are relatively resistant to FSS in this protocol compared to the primary and cancer cell lines examined (Fig. 3A&B ). This finding is in agreement with prior reports that the threshold for shearinduced hemolysis in response to millisecond-order exposure is between 4,500 and 5,600 dyn/cm 2 [22, 23] . Thus, while our model exposes cells to a non-uniform field of FSS, the maximum FSS achieved is near the threshold for hemolysis. Because these cells represent a range of radii from ,3.6 mm for erythrocytes to ,11 mm for HMEC primary cells [24] , and that the FSS experienced is proportional to cell size, we asked whether the intermediate viability observed in the cancer cell lines was simply a function of cell size. A comparison of cell size versus cell viability at the 250 mL/s flow rate is shown in Table 2 and Fig. S4A ). This shows that cell size and cell viability are not correlated (Spearman rank test coefficient, r = 20.2530; p = 0.3112) over a range of cancer cell sizes from radii of ,7-11 mm suggesting that the apparent resistance of cancer cells to FSS compared to primary epithelial cells is related to their biological properties, rather than simply a function of their size. Moreover, analysis of cell size following exposure to the FSS protocol only modestly diminished cell size of three cancer cell lines tested (Fig. S4B) indicating that the protocol does not markedly select for survival of smaller cells in the population. Therefore, these data show that cancer cells, compared to primary or immortalized but non-transformed epithelial cells, exhibit biologically-enhanced resistance to FSS of a magnitude that is at the threshold for hemolysis.
Transformed Cells of Various Histologic Origins Exhibit Resistance to Fluid Shear Stress
To investigate the generality of FSS resistance in cancer cells, we analyzed additional cancer cell lines of various histologic origins and, with few exceptions, biphasic survival curves similar to that of cancer cells in Fig. 1 were observed (Fig. S5) . These data indicated that the transformed cell phenotype is associated with increased resistance to FSS. We considered the possibility that differences in cell viability may reflect altered cell cycle distributions among the asynchronous populations employed in these studies. However, among eight cancer cell lines analyzed, there was no correlation between cell viability and distinct phases of the cell cycle (Table S1 ). We also investigated whether cells selected for enhanced metastatic properties by serial passage through animals altered resistance to FSS. However, this was not the case for cells derived from B16 melanoma and PC-3 or 22Rv1 prostate cancer cells (Fig. S5) . To test the concept that resistance to FSS is a property of the transformed cell phenotype further, we employed prostate and melanoma cells specifically engineered to express transforming oncogenes. We compared the viability of myc-and ras-transformed human PrEC to wild-type and isogenic immortalized, but non-transformed PrEC [19] . Figure 4A shows that transformation via myc/PI3K or H-ras leads to elevated FSS resistance compared the PrEC and isogenic immortalized, nontransformed controls. Again, the resistance to FSS in these cell lines is not correlated with differences in cell size (Table 2 ; Fig.  S4C ). We observed a similar result in a mouse melanoma cell line in which H-ras G12V expression is under the control of a tetracycline-inducible promoter [20] . Doxycycline-driven induction of H-ras G12V results in increased FSS-resistance compared to the non-induced control (Fig. 4B) . In further support of the idea that FSS resistance is conferred by oncogenic signaling, treatment of the H-ras transformed PrEC cell line with an inhibitor of MEK1/2 attenuated FSS resistance (Fig. 4C) . Thus, exposure to FSS may distinguish transformed from non-transformed cells in a mixed population. To test this, we mixed differentially-labeled PrEC and PC-3 cells and demonstrated the ability of our protocol to enrich for malignant cells (Fig. S6) .
Repeated Exposure to Fluid Shear Stress Results in Changes in Plasma Membrane Resistance to Fluid Shear Stress-induced Damage
To explore the biphasic viability curves in transformed cells further, we hypothesized that transformed cells exposed to brief, pulses of FSS respond in a way that confers increased resistance to future exposure to FSS. First, we ruled out the possibility that biphasic FSS survival was due to selection of a subpopulation of genetically FSS-resistant cells (Fig. S7) . We expected that loss of cell viability in response to FSS is due to irreparable damage to the plasma membrane and cell fragmentation. To directly investigate whether there are changes in the degree to which the plasma membrane is damaged by FSS, we conducted the FSS protocol in the presence of propidium iodide (PI) to measure plasma membrane integrity. Figure 5A shows flow cytometry data from cells exposed to the FSS protocol at the high flow rate of 250 mL/s. After a single passage, there is clear accumulation of cell debris consistent with cell fragmentation. This is associated with an approximately tenfold increase in the PI-positive cell population (from 0.65 to 7.28%). Because it has been shown previously that mechanical damage, including FSS, can disrupt plasma membrane integrity [25, 26] , but that this damage is repaired in a calcium-dependent manner to maintain cell viability we co-stained cells with the viability dye calcein AM. This showed that nearly 100% of the PI-positive cells are viable by this measure, confirming that membrane damage is repaired in these cells (Fig. S8) . The percentage of viable PI-positive cells increases upon repeated exposure to FSS, but at a smaller increment than the first exposure ( Fig. 5A-C) . This indicated that FSS-naïve cells were more sensitive to membrane damage than FSS-experienced cells. To test this, we added PI just before the sixth, eighth, and tenth passages and found that there was about one-half the amount of PI uptake at each of these passages, compared to the FSS-naïve cells at passage one (Fig. 5D) . It is unlikely that the data in Fig. 5D reflects poorer membrane repair in FSS-experienced cells, resulting in less intracellular PI uptake, because as we have shown, there is a decrease in the rate of cell death in FSSexperienced cells (Fig. 3A-C) . Thus, taken together these data suggest that after exposure to FSS, the plasma membrane becomes less susceptible to damage, indicative of induced resistance to FSS. 
WT). B. R545 melanoma cells (derived from Tyr/Tet-Ras INK4a
2/2 mice) express H-Ras G12V in a doxycycline-dependent manner. These cells were cultured for two passages in the presence or absence of 2 mg/mL doxycycline before shearing at 250 mL/s. n = 4 for all cell lines and conditions using syringe pump (***, p,0.0001). C. PrEC LHSR cells were treated with 10 mM U0126 for one hour prior to FSS exposure. Drug treatment lead to a reduction in FSS resistance (***, p,0.0001). Statistical analysis is by repeated measures ANOVA, Bonferroni's multiple comparison test. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050973.g004
Fluid Shear Stress Resistance Requires Extracellular Calcium and Actin Polymerization
We asked whether FSS resistance observed in cancer cells requires extracellular calcium, as this is known to be required for rapid membrane repair. When PC-3 cells are suspended in nominally calcium-free PBS and subjected to FSS, we observe a steady loss of cell viability and an eightfold increase in total cell death (Fig. 6A) . Conversely, when suspensions of cells in PBS are supplemented with calcium at the same concentration as complete tissue culture medium we find a survival curve similar to the media control suspensions (Fig. 6A) whereas this is not observed in barium-supplemented PBS indicating that FSS-resistance is not non-specifically increased in the presence of divalent cations (Fig.  S9) . Further, addition of EGTA to cell suspensions in complete media prior to FSS-exposure leads to cell death rates similar to that in PBS (Fig. 6B) . These data indicate that elevated resistance to FSS requires extracellular calcium. In complete medium, PC-3 cells exhibit little cell death at the 20 mL/s flow rate (Fig. 1) . However, when subjected to this flow rate in calcium-free PBS, these cells exhibit a loss of viability with ,35% more cell death than in the presence of calcium (Fig. S9) . This finding suggests that calcium-dependent FSS-resistance can be triggered at lower magnitudes of shear stress, which may be more commonly encountered by CTCs. Next, we hypothesized that actin cytoskeletal dynamics are involved in FSS-resistance. We treated PC-3 and MDA.MB.231 cells with 20 mM cytochalasin D (CCD) 1 hour prior (nontoxic at this exposure, data not shown) to the FSS protocol. In both cell lines there was over threefold more cell death and an attenuated biphasic survival response in CCD-treated cells versus DMSO-treated controls (Fig. 6C) . Moreover, pharmacologic inhibition of RhoA kinase (ROCK), which is known to regulate actin cytoskeletal dynamics, attenuated FSS resistance Figure 5 . Fluid shear stress resistance is induced by membrane damage. A. Flow cytometry analysis was performed on cells exposed to PI throughout the FSS protocol or introduced prior to passage 10 (P.10 grey box). Cell debris can be seen in the ''D'' gate (long, narrow polygon on the left) whereas viable cells are represented by the ''V'' gate, which is established on forward-and side-scatter parameters that typically defines a viable cell population. For these studies, an equal number of events in the V-gate were counted at each passage, even though overall viability of the population was decreasing as documented in Fig. 1 . Green data points represent viable, PI 2 cells, whereas fuchsia data points represent viable, PI + cells. B. Histogram of the number of PI + viable cells in the conditions displayed in panel A. The grey peak represents FSS-naive cells in suspension in the presence of PI (P.0), which is defined as PI-negative by gating parameters. P.1 (green) and P.10 (blue) in the constant presence of PI. The red peak represents cells passaged ten times, but with PI added prior to P.10. C. Graphical representation of accumulation of PI in viable cells over repeated passages (***, p,0.001). D. When PI was added prior to passage six, eight, or ten, less of the viable population of cells accumulated dye. (*p,0.05 vs. P.1 in the constant presence of PI; for each condition, n = 8 using syringe pump). Statistical analysis for C and D is one-way ANOVA, Bonferroni's multiple comparisontest. All error bars6SEM. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050973.g005 (Fig. 6D) . Thus, actin cytoskeletal dynamics are required for FSS resistance.
Discussion
There have been few efforts to understand how exposure to hemodynamic FSS influences the behavior and survival of CTCs during metastasis, but a longstanding and consistent assertion is that epithelial-derived cancer cells are susceptible to destruction by hemodynamic forces. CTCs may only experience circulation for brief periods of time, perhaps milliseconds to seconds, prior to sizeand/or adherence-dependent arrest in capillary beds where some will extravasate and escape the circulation [7, 10, 12] . However, the precise exposure of CTCs to FSS, in terms of duration and magnitude are not known. We sought to model the effects of brief, high FSS environments that may be encountered transiently at particular locales in the circulation, such as near the walls of large vessels, at vessel bifurcations and in the heart, which may approach 3000 dyn/cm 2 . Contrary to the expectation that cancer cells are fragile under high FSS, we find that they are remarkably resistant, with around half of the PC-3 cells remaining viable when exposed to ten sub-millisecond pulses of FSS in the range of 750-6,400 dyn/cm 2 , whereas normal epithelial cells succumb to this protocol. Our model of FSS does have limitations, among them are that it we do not know the precise level of FSS individual cells experience within the range specified above, and it does not account for the unique viscoelastic properties of blood or for adhesive interactions with vessel walls, blood components such as platelets or other cancer cells each of which may influence how cancer cells experience FSS [27] [28] [29] . However, our data does indicate that the idea that carcinoma cells are easily destroyed by hemodynamic FSS, particularly at the lower levels more common throughout the circulation, should be re-evaluated.Although there is evidence that at least some non-transformed epithelial cells may survive transit in circulation [30] , enhanced resistance to FSS, conferred by oncogenic signaling, may facilitate metastatic dissemination.
Underlying the resistance to FSS exhibited by cancer cells, we find, unexpectedly, that exposure to FSS triggers changes in these cells that result in subsequent FSS resistance. FSS is well-known to influence cell behavior. For example, endothelial cells are finetuned to FSS and variations in the magnitude or frequency of shear stress have effects on the signaling, gene expression, and Figure 6 . Fluid shear stress resistance requires extracellular calcium and actin dynamics. A. PC-3 cells were suspended in complete medium, calcium-free PBS, or PBS plus calcium chloride (1.16 mM final concentration) and subjected to shear stress at 250 mL/s. B. PC-3 cells were suspended in complete medium and EGTA was added to a final concentration of 10 mM prior to FSS-treatment. For A and B, *p,0.05, **p,0.01, ***p,0.001 vs. complete media (for each condition, (A) n = 6 and (B) n = 4 using syringe pump). C. PC-3 and MDA.MB.231 cells were treated with 20 mM CCD for one hour before exposure to the FSS protocol. *p,0.05, **p,0.01, ***p,0.001 vs. corresponding DMSO control (for each condition, n = 4 using manual method). D. PC-3 cells were treated with 100 mM Y27632 for 20 hours before exposure to the FSS protocol. *p,0.05, **p,0.01, ***p,0.001 vs. complete media (for each condition, n = 2). Statistical analysis is by repeated measures ANOVA, Bonferroni's multiple comparison test. All error bars 6SEM. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0050973.g006
survival of these cells [31] . FSS has also been shown to induce changes in the gene expression, cytoskeletal, and adhesive properties of both leukocytes and cancer cells [32] [33] [34] [35] . Here we found that FSS-naïve carcinoma cells exhibited a greater loss of cell viability in the first one to two passages, comparable to that measured in primary cells, but in subsequent passages, cell loss moderated, producing a biphasic viability curve. Interestingly, primary epithelial cells, though much more sensitive to FSS, also exhibit biphasic loss of viability at lower shear stress values (see Fig. 3D ), suggesting that resistance to FSS is dramatically amplified in carcinoma cells. Our results show that even a submillisecond exposure to FSS could trigger a change in the response of carcinoma cells to subsequent exposures of FSS. This was evident in the amount of plasma membrane damage observed, as determined by PI uptake. It is known that membrane damage can be repaired in cells via a mechanism that depends on extracellular calcium-triggered membrane patching [26] . This initially suggested that extracellular calcium may be required for the enhanced FSS resistance in carcinoma cells which we subsequently established. While calcium entry through damaged plasma membrane is one route by which it may enter the cell, it may not be the only one relevant to induction of FSS resistance. We note that after ten passages, ,20% of PC-3 cells exhibit PI uptake (see Fig. 5 ) whereas ,50% are viable (see Fig. 1 ). This suggests that FSS resistance can be manifest without direct membrane damage and implicates another pathway for calcium uptake, such as a mechanosensitive calcium channel, although it is possible that calcium enters through plasma membrane damage small enough to exclude PI.
FSS-induced FSS resistance could be detected by reduced damage to the plasma membrane following a single passage through the FSS protocol. It is likely that this involves changes to the cortical membrane-cytoskeletal architecture that strengthens the plasma membrane, making it less susceptible to FSS-induced damage. Consistent with this idea, we found that treatment with CCD resulted in a loss of FSS resistance. We do not favor the possibility that enhanced FSS-induced death in the presence of CCD is due to blockade of the membrane repair process for two reasons: 1) as argued above, the population of FSS-resistant cells is considerably greater than those with evidence of membrane repair, and 2) in mammalian cells, cytochalasin B treatment increases membrane repair by disrupting the cortical actin structure that serves as a barrier to membrane resealing [36] . However, there is an alternative interpretation for how FSSinduced FSS resistance may become manifest based on the behavior of deformable objects in Poiseuille flow. Under conditions involving much lower Reynolds number and much longer transit time/length than those used here, deformable objects, including cancer cells, exhibit drift toward the axis of flow [37, 38] . Thus, if in response to FSS, cells became more compliant they would tend to move toward the axis and thus experience reduced FSS, perhaps avoiding damage in our model. Unfortunately, we cannot assess the distribution of cells in the needle at this time. However, the increased sensitivity of cells to FSS in response to CCD, which increases cell deformability [39] , argues against this possibility. Measurement of the changes in the viscoelastic properties of cells in response to FSS will help clarify these possibilities further.
Involvement of the actin cytoskeleton in FSS resistance, while not particularly surprising, also provides an avenue to explain the role of transforming oncogenes in this process; ras and PI3K are well-known to influence cytoskeletal dynamics. As mentioned above, adherent cancer cells under static conditions are generally more compliant than non-transformed cells when measured by various biophysical methods. While this property may permit more cell deformation during migration, it could present a liability when cancer cells are challenged with fluid shear stress while in the circulation. Additionally, it is well known that in adherent cells, application of mechanical force results in integrin-dependent cellstiffening that is mediated by RhoA activation, indicating that cells can rapidly modulate their viscoelastic properties in response to mechanical force [40] [41] [42] . Consistent with this idea, we show that treatment with a ROCK inhibitor decreased FSS resistance. It is unclear how these mechanisms may be influenced by the transition of metastatic cancer cells from an adherent state in the primary tumor microenvironment to the detached state in circulation. Perhaps the ability to rapidly modulate actin cytoskeleton dynamics in response to changing force environments may favor both the ability of cancer cells to migrate through tissues and withstand stresses in the circulation which favor metastatic dissemination. Oncogenic signaling may contribute a wider dynamic range for this response in transformed cells compared to normal epithelial cells, providing a selective advantage for metastasis. Two of eleven distinct established human cancer cell lines evaluated, PANC-1 pancreatic cancer cells and Jurkat leukemia cells, were considerably more sensitive to the FSS protocol than the other lines. It will be interesting to investigate whether this is due to differences in the oncogenic pathways operative in these cells or whether the mechanisms that are involved in sensing or responding to FSS are different in these cells.
Our studies indicate that induced resistance to FSS is a broadlyexpressed biomarker of malignant cells which may be clinically applicable. Although the studies here involve established cancer cell lines, resistance to FSS is not likely to simply be a phenotype associated with cultured cells because we show that it is a property conferred to immortalized cell lines by transforming oncogenes. There has been considerable interest in isolating and quantifying CTCs to develop new prognostic and predictive assays, but the mere presence of CTCs, isolated by virtue of expression of epithelial cell-surface markers, in the blood of patients does not always correlate with poorer prognosis or metastasis [43, 44] . Although our work would suggest that normal epithelial cells are quite susceptible to FSS, cells with varying degrees of metastatic potential may nonetheless co-exist within the population of CTCs and circulating benign cells have been reported [45] . Moreover, we show that FSS resistance is increased by several oncogenes including ras, myc and PI3K. Because we see different transforming oncogenes associated with FSS resistance, it may represent phenotypic integration of oncogenic transformation, whereby different oncogenic pathways may converge on a similar phenotype. For this reason, resistance to FSS may be a more tractable biomarker than molecular biomarkers, which may be confounded by the underlying molecular complexity of cancer. This approach may better account for the heterogeneity in cancer cell preparations than other biophysical methods involving singlecell measurements. Figure S1 Fluid shear stress protocol. A. Schematic diagram of fluid shear stress protocol. A syringe is loaded into an automated syringe pump. The cell suspension is expelled by the pump through a 30 gauge K'' needle. Once the entire contents of the syringe is passed through the needle (considered one passage) and (B) collected in a 15 mL polypropylene tube cut down to 5 mL, the process is (A) repeated ten times by drawing the suspension into a needle-less syringe. Prior to the first passage (P.0, non-FSS exposed control) and after the 2 nd , 4 Figure S3 Stable expression of luciferase following retroviral infection does not alter FSS susceptibility. PC-3 cells that either express or do not express luciferase (PC-3.luc and PC-3 ATCC, respectively) were compared in the FSS assay. Cells were suspended from culture and exposed to the FSS assay at 250 mL/sec as described in the Methods section of the manuscript. Aliquots of sheared cells were taken at compared to an unsheared control. Viability was determined using cell counts on a hemacytometer. Intact, trypan blue-excluding cells were counted in four quadrants for each aliquot. Data represents n = 6 for each cell line and error bars depict SEM. A paired t-test displayed no significant difference in FSS susceptibility between luciferasepositive and -negative cell lines (p = 0.1190). (TIF) Figure S4 Fluid shear stress resistance does not correlate with cell size. A. Cell lines from Table 2 were suspended in complete medium after standard release from adherent culture with trypsin. Suspensions were diluted in Isoton II (Beckman Coulter) and evaluated using an automated cell counter (Coulter Counter, Beckman Coulter). Cell size was determined using Z2 Accucomp software (Beckman Coulter) and is represented as mean cell radius in micrometers. When plotted against viability (after exposure to the FSS assay at 250 mL/s, no correlation between size and FSS resistance was found (Spearman rank test coefficient, r = 20.2530; p = 0.3112). B. Cell size was evaluated (as above) before and after exposure to 10 passages of the FSS assay at 250 mL/s. No significant change in cell size was observed (two- treated cells which are held in suspension for the duration of the assay. Cell lines obtained from experimental metastases in mice were included for PC-3 (AD, adrenal gland; LD, liver), MDA.MB.231 (LuD, lung), B16f0 (B16f10, 10-times serially passaged intravenously to lung), and 22Rv1 (BD, long bone). These in vivo derivatives do not exhibit increased shear stress resistance. For each cell line, the FSS protocol was performed at least three times using the pump method and averaged for the data presented. All error bars = 6SEM. (TIF) Figure S6 Enrichment of malignant cells from a mixed cell suspension by fluid shear stress. A. Suspensions of PC-3 and PrEC were labeled with calcein AM (CAM) and cytotracker orange, respectively, and mixed ,1:1. Before (P.0) and after ten passages (P.10) of FSS, 10,000 fluorescent events were counted using flow cytometry. After exposure to FSS the ratio of PC-3 (bottom right quadrant) to PrEC (top left quadrant) has changed from 0.955 to 2.80. Averaged results of three independent experiments show a change in this ratio from 160.07 to 3.136SEM = 0.4. B. 25 mL of mixed (PC-3:PrEC) cell suspension from Fig. S6A was plated into collagen I-coated 8-well chamber slides before (p.0) and after ten passages (p.10) of FSS. These cells were allowed to adhere overnight and were then fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes. Fixed cells were counterstained with DAPI and imaged using the Cy2 filter on a Leica DME 2500. For three separate experiments, 5 fields of view were imaged for p.0 and p.10 suspensions. Using this filter set, PC-3 cells appear green (calcein AM + ) whereas PrEC appear as nuclei (calcein AM 2 ). Note that at p.0 the ratio of calcein AM + to negative cells is approximately 1. All error bars = 6SEM. (TIF) Figure S7 Exposure to FSS does not select for a subpopulation of FSS-resistant cells. After 10 cycles through the FSS protocol at 250 mL/s, surviving PC-3, PC-3 adrenal gland-derivative (AD), MDA.MB.231, and B16.f0 cells were allowed to recover in culture for 24-48 hours. These survivors were then compared for shear stress resistance in parallel with the corresponding shear stress-naïve control cells. Subculture of surviving cells did not enrich for fluid shear stress resistance at 250 mL/s (no significant differences by one-way ANOVA, n = 3 for each cell line using manual method). All error bars = 6SEM. (TIF) Figure S8 Confirmation of viability of propidium iodide positive cells in Figure 5 . To confirm that the ''live cell'' gating used in Figure 5 (the combined gating of P1 (forward vs. side scatter gate)+P2 (forward scatter width vs. area)) represents only viable cells, and to eliminate the possibility that PI + dead cells contaminate our PI + gate, the vital stain Calcein AM was used and confirmed that the P1+P2 gate was predominantly constituted by viable cells (p.1 99.8%, p.10 99.2%). (TIF) Figure S9 Fluid shear stress resistance requires extracellular calcium. A. PC-3 cells suspended in complete medium, calcium-free PBS, or PBS plus either calcium or barium (1.16 mM final concentration) were subjected to shear stress at 250 mL/s. In PBS, shear stress induced death is greatly elevated. Only addition of calcium to PBS rescues the shear stress resistance phenotype. n = 1 for each condition using syringe pump. B. Survival of PC-3 cells in complete medium and PBS were compared at 20 mL/s. The solitary black triangle represents the viability of PC-3 cells suspended in calcium-free PBS for a period of 25 minutes vs. freshly suspended cells. *p,0.05, **p,0.01, ***p,0.001 vs.
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complete media, Repeated measures ANOVA, Bonferroni's multiple comparison test; for each condition, n = 6 using syringe pump). All error bars = 6SEM. (TIF) 
